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Weather logbook in the SJU Archives [22/7 Box 1]
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Weather logbook in the SJU Archives [22/7 Box 1]
Keogh photo from 1951 Sagatagan yearbook, p. 38, 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/SJUArchives/id/44865 
Keogh: b. Nov. 25, 1915; d. July 31, 1993.
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Weather logbook in the SJU Archives [22/7 Box 1]
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1952-02-29, The Record, p.2
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/31075
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1953-02-27, The Record, p.2 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/31035 
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SJU Archives 007/3 (Box 8:5)
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SJU Archives 007/3 (Box 8:4)
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SJU Archives 007/3 (Box 8:5)
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1965 03 15 p.1, p.3 The Record
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/33536
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1965 03 15 p.3 Record  
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/33538
23
SJU Alumni Magazine Vol.5 no.1 p.15 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/SJUArchives/id/1010
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1965-04-02, The Record, p. 2 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/33609
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1968-01-23, The Record, p.4
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/33766
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SJU Archives photo – Prep students (ca. 1980?)
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1971-03-12, The Record, p. 1
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/34733
28
1985-03-08, The Record, p. 1
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/36843 
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2001-11-28, The Record p.1 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/34390
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2003-02-06, The Record, p.4 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/31552
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2003-02-20, The Record, p.6  
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/CSBArchNews/id/31852
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2003 spring v. 3 n.1 p. 12 
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/cdm/ref/collection/SJUArchives/id/23898
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